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An Insight into Biofunctional
Curcumin/Gelatin Nanofibers
Nand Jee Kanu, Eva Gupta, Venkateshwara Sutar,

Gyanendra Kumar Singh and Umesh Kumar Vates

Abstract

Electrospinning (ESPNG) was used to synthesize ultrathin (UT) and uniform
nanofibers (from 5 nm to a few hundred nanometers) of various materials which
have biomedical applications (BAs) such as dressing of wounds, drug discharge,
and so on and so forth. In the first half of the report, there is an audit on the
nanofibers having low diameter so that it could have larger surface area to volume
proportion, likewise with that it would have sufficient porosity and improved
mechanical properties required for wound healing. Nanofibrous mats (NMs) with
high biocompatibility could be utilized during healing of wounds by sustained
release of curcumin (Cc) and oxygen. The ESPNG was understood through in-
depth numerical investigation in the present report. Furthermore, the process
parameters (PMs) were reviewed in depth for their contributions in synthesizing
UT - Curcumin/Gelatin (Cc/G) nanofibers (NFs) of optimum diameter. The aim of
the discussion was to demonstrate that simply optimizing biofunctional (BF) - Cc/G
NFs might not be enough to satisfy experts until they are also given access details
about the complete ESPNG method (mathematical mechanism) to improve hold
over the synthesis of NMs (suitable for BAs) for the release profile of Cc throughout
critical periods of healing process.

Keywords: curcumin/gelatin (Cc/G), nanofibers (NFs), nanofibrous mats (NMs),
electrospun (ES), electrospinning (ESPNG), biomedical applications (BAs),
methanoic acid (HCOOH)

1. Introduction

1.1 Biofunctional (BF) - curcumin/gelatin (cc/G) nanofibers (NFs)

The impact of new revelations in the field of nanotechnology widespreadly
affects the wellbeing sciences (Table 1). In biomedical field, the possible parts of
NFs applications which resemble drug delivery and tissue science and medicine
have been researched in the article. In spite of the fact that electrospinning
(ESPNG) was considered as a reasonable system for the polymer nanofibers that
were polymeric, biodegradable or non-biodegradable, manufactured or common
and so on, which were with uniform distances across ranges from 5 nm to a few
hundred nanometers [2–4]. The ESPNG procedure was favored over other regular
strategies in published papers for the synthesis of polymer nanofibers [5–8]. The
requirements for the biopolymers such as their restricted dissolvability in natural
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solvents due to high particle size, as well as their expensive purifying steps and their
suitable polymeric solutions because of their inclination to frame hydrogen bonds,
were controlled subsequent to mixing with engineered polymers in any case these
restrictions may limit their ESPNG process for nanofibrous mats (NMs) [9].

The nanofibrous mats (NMs) which were prepared from ES collagen nanofibers
were utilized for applications of tissue science and medicine [8]. Additionally, Aloe
vera which is a characteristic polymer also holds potential to be used for tissue
science and medicine applications because it has a cancer prevention agents and it is
totally not harmful to living tissues [10, 11]. The BAs of some other ES nanofibers
were discussed in Table 1. Gelatin (G), a polymer made up of proteins and pep-
tides, is not harmful to living tissues. As a result, it was thought to be a fair and
healthy option when it came to dressing dangerous injuries, such as diabetic ulcers.

Due to their considerable tensile strength compared to traditional fibers (with
diameters ranging over 100 nm), the low profile NFs can serve as a suitable material
while healing and act as barriers to protect the wound (Figures 1 and 2) [11–14].
Gelatin is also noted for its high water absorption and fluid affinity, making it an
ideal option for the moist healing process. In methanoic acid, gelatin (a natural
biopolymer that is a denatured form of collagen) is quite soluble. Collagen is a
protein found in the extracellular matrix (ECM) of humans and animals, but it is
costly due to its production processes [15–25]. The properties of these nanofibers
can also be regulated according to requirements by optimizing input process
parameters (PMs) such as high potential power supply, solution’s resistance to the
flow, length between the NFs collector and emitter, and feed rate, according to the
authors. Methanoic acid was clearly used as a natural unstable dissolvable in the
ESPNG to disintegrate gelatin (G) at room temperature. Recently, the use of G-
nanofibers with sufficient tensile strength for fabricating NMs has got a lot of
attention for antimicrobial applications [26–30]. In addition to their light weight
(LW), effective spinning of minimum diameter nanofibers provides a large surface
area of these nanofibers. It was fundamentally required for the purpose of dressing
the wounds and for other BAs (Table 1). Mindru et al. [31] succeeded in synthesiz-
ing NMs of sufficient strength for BAs using methanoic acid. Rather than cytotoxic

Few ES - NFs loaded with Cc Potential application in wound

healing/ dressing, so on

Few Cc loaded NFs including (a) polycaprolactone-

polyethylene glycol; (b) poly (3-hydroxybutyric acid-co-3-

hydroxyvaleric acid) (PHBV); (c) poly(lactic acid)

hyperbranched polyglycerol; (d) ε� polycaprolactone/

polyvinylalcohol; and so on

Potential wound healing application

Few Cc loaded NFs including tragacanth/ poly(ε-caprolactone)

NFs

Potential application in dressing of

diabetic wound based on in vivo

Few Cc loaded NFs including almond gum/ polyvinyl alcohol

(PVA) NFs

Therapeutic capacity and

bioavailability

Few Cc loaded NFs including Zinc-Cc with coaxial NFs Orthopedic applications

Few Cc loaded NFs including (a) zinc NFs; (b) cellulose

acetate/ polyvinylpyrrolidone NFs; (c) polyurethanes NFs; (d)

gelatin (G) NFs; and so on

Antibacterial application

Few Cc loaded NFs including chitosan/ poly (vinyl alcohol)

(PVA) NFs; and so on

Sustained drug release

Table 1.
Potential applications of biofunctional (BF) - curcumin (cc) based electrospun (ES) NFs (reprinted with
permission from ref. [1]. Copyright 2020 IOP publishing).
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solvents, Maleknia et al. [32] utilized HCOOH/water to get ready solutions for the
ESPNG of G-nanofibers which can be utilized for BAs such as dressing of wounds,
delivery of pharmaceuticals, and for tissue science and medicine. They were suc-
cessful in synthesizing G-nanofibers with 197 nm diameter. Chen et al. [33] utilized
methanoic acid and ethanol to have the improvement in the volatility of the dis-
solvable rather than cytotoxic solvents while setting up the dissolvable for prepar-
ing ES G-nanofibers. For medication conveyance, the nanofibrous mats broke in a
rapid manner in fluid polymeric solutions. Aytac et al. [23] research suggests that ES

Figure 1.
The BF - ES NFs were crosslinked to improve tensile strength of the NMs (reprinted with permission from ref.
12. Copyright 2017 springer nature).

Figure 2.
The event of cc discharge was shown with time (reprinted with permission from ref. 12. Copyright 2017
springer nature). The need to crosslink the ES - NFs was illustrated.
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G-NFs exemplified with ciprofloxacin/hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin incorpo-
rating complex will break down quicker in water than ES G-nanofibers stacked with
ciprofloxacin. Using a dialysis process, Yabing et al. [21] synthesized drug-loaded
micelles (poly(ethylene glycol)-block-caprolactone copolymer) and integrated
these pharmaceuticals into ES G-NFs. The NMs developed using ES NFs have
considerable surface regions and such NFs have a significant contribution in tissue
science and medicine. The solvent utilized here was the methanoic acid for ESPNG
BF-nanofibers which leads to different BAs such as enzyme immobilization, mate-
rials for bone recovery, antifungal and antibacterial exercise in the release of med-
ications, bioactive materials encapsulation during packaging of food and dressing of
wounds [34].

The turmeric extracted from Curcuma longa, which was regular turmeric (her-
baceous plant) and is broadly utilized in Asian countries like India and China, as a
bioactive compound with potent anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties in
medicine. Synthetic dimethoxycurcumin has been found to be more effective than
natural curcumin (Cc) at destroying cancer cells (which is the leading cause of
death in the world) (derived from the plant) [35–45]. Ramrezagudelo et al. [36]
incorporated antibiotic doxycycline pharmaceuticals (mitochondrial biogenesis
inhibitors that may limit cancer stem cells in the early stages of breast cancer) into
ES hybrid poly-caprolactone/gelatin/hydroxyapatite soft NMs and assessed these
drug delivery meshes as effective antitumor and antibacterial scaffolds (Figure 3).
The utilization of methanoic acid as dissolvable for solutes such as Cc and gelatin (G)
has been the favored decision in numerous BAs. Researchers have successfully pre-
pared solutions of Cc and dimethoxycurcumin utilizing methanoic acid [35, 46–48].
After 12 hours, higher concentrations of Cc, such as 17 percent Cc loaded poly
(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) NFs, should release more Cc at a particular rate than lower
concentrations such as 3 percent Cc loaded PCL NFs. (Figure 2) [11, 12]. Utilization
of PCL-Cc polymeric solutions, BF-ES nanofibers were prepared [11–14, 48].

Figure 3.
Preparation of cc loaded ES NFs for sustained release of pharmaceuticals for potential healing process
(reprinted with permission from ref. 13. Copyright 2018 John Wiley and Sons).
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Xinyi et al. [12] synthesized curcumin/gelatin (Cc/G) nanofibrous mats and
studied the arrival of Cc on rodent models (intense injury) by means of an in vitro
approach. The healing process was tested by treating rodents utilizing the Cc/G
nanofibrous mats (investigations done on the third, seventh, and fifteenth days
subsequent to injuring). It inspired us to create Cc-loaded gelatin NFs suitable for
the fabrication of NMs for the application of Cc and oxygen to the wound on a long-
term basis (during healing) [13]. These NMs will then have antioxidant and anti-
inflammatory properties, making them ideal for the healing process [13, 48–66].

1.2 Mechanism behind electrospinning (ESPNG) of cc/G nanofibers (NFs)

The process of electrospinning (ESPNG) utilizes an electric field applied to the
emitter and a ground terminal to pull back a thread of polymeric solution out of the
opening of the emitter. In the process of ESPNG, the Maxwell electrical pressure

was set as per ratio, V
2

d2
; where permittivity was 0ε0, a high potential power supply

was 0V 0 and the electrode spinning gap was shown with 0d0: The critical high

potential power supply (Vc) was
ffiffiffiffiffi

γd2

εR

q

, and it must exceeded before any jet could

spread out from the needle tip. For, γ ¼ 10�2kg=s2, d ¼ 10�2m, ε ¼ 10�10C2= Jmð Þ

andR ¼ 10�4m, a high potential power supply around 10 KV was necessary to form
a jet of any type. The polymeric solution of the Laplace condition (utilized in the
modeling) in the feeble polarization limit depicts the electrostatics in the fluid stage
in an axisymmetric indirect support framework (r, θ,ϕ) with the vertices of the
Taylor cone at the source which can be shown using general Eq. (1).

ψ1 r, θð Þ ¼ Anr
nPn cos θð Þ; forθ0 ≥ θ≥0,

ψ g r, θð Þ ¼ Bnr
nPn π � θð Þ; forπ ≥ θ≥ θ0 (1)

Eq. (1), V ¼ 4
3 πr

3, was the drop in the volume of fluid, here the spinning gap r

which was from the cone vertex of angle 2θ0 to the emitter tip and the state of the
drop was said to be utilizing a Taylor cone, accordingly was described as r ¼ R zð Þ:
Later on the z- axis was corresponding to the applied electric field with z∈ �l, l½ �,
where l was the length if the semi-long pivot of the drop and limit condition
θ0 ≥ θ≥0 represents the boundary condition of the fluid. Pn [x] was the Legendre’s
function, where An and Bn were constants. They suggested a model for ESPNG
polymeric nanofibers which relies upon a sink-like flow towards the vertex of the
Taylor cone. The course of action of the flow in axisymmetric polar headings
r, ε, 0ð Þ was given utilizing conditions (2) and (3).

vr ¼
vF εð Þ

r
(2)

F εð Þ ¼ b 3 tanh 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�b

2

r

 !

α� εð Þ þ 1:146

" #

� 2

( )

(3)

In the above Eqs. (2) and (3), velocity of the radial feed, vr, the kinematic
solution’s resistance to the flow of feed, v, the wedge/Taylor cone half angle, a, the
parameter, b which serves to decides the inertial concentration of stream on the
Taylor cone vertex/Taylor cone. With that the mass and charge conservations led to
expressions for v and σ in terms of R and E, also the force and E-field conditions
were assessed utilizing second-degree differential equations. Inclination of the
stream surface (R) was supposed as the highest from the origin of the nozzle and
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hence the initial result of z was equal to zero. Furthermore, PMs were discussed
using the set of Eqs. (4) [67, 68].

R 0ð Þ ¼ 1

E 0ð Þ ¼ E0

τprr ¼ 2rn
R0
0

R0
3

τpzz ¼ �2Tprr (4)

Here Eq. (4), the radius of the jet initially was 0R0
0 and the formula used for

calculating the jet velocity, υ0 ¼ Q
πR2

0K
, where the rate of discharge of the polymeric

solution, Q, and the conductivity of the liquid solution, K: Moreover, the electric
field (E0) was calculated using the formula, E0 ¼ I

πR2
0K

and the surface charge

density (σ0) was calculated using the formula, εE0, where the dielectric constant of
ambient air was 0ε0 and the constant was 0E0

0 which was to be used during simula-
tion of the ESPNG. The viscous stress (τ0) was calculated using the formula, τ0 ¼
η0ν0
R0

. A Newtonian liquid law of force for the liquid was summed up and for that the

shear pressure (τ) was given as τ¼ K ∂v
∂y

� �m
as shown using Eq. (5) [67]. The electric

field will overcome the surface tension of the polymer liquid and thereafter through
Taylor’s cone NFs will be pulled out and ES over the moving cylinder collector.

d σRð Þ

dz
≃ � 2R

dR

dz

� �

=Pe (5)

Furthermore, the response of 0E0 is a function of axial position (z) and it can be
shown in Eq. (6) [1, 69, 70].

d Eð Þ

dz
¼ ln χ

d2R2

dz2

 !

=Pe (6)

The model discussed above so far was found fit for foreseeing the conduct of the
PMs of the ESPNG [67].

2. Electrospinning (ESPNG) of cc/G nanofibers (NFs)

In the present investigation, we utilized set-up for ESPNG (Figure 4(a)). The
prominent four parts that were related to the ESPNG – PMs such as spinning gap
between the emitter and drum collector, high potential power supply, rate of feed,
and solution’s resistance to the flow of a polymeric solution (taken in a 2 ml needle
syringe). For the ESPNG process, a high potential power supply has been set across
the length of the moving cylindrical drum collector (covered with an aluminum
sheet) to pull NFs from Taylor’s cone formed at the tip of the syringe’s needle. The
NFs were stretched up from the polymeric solution containing a polar natural
solvent and a polymer solute in a definite proportion. After that, these NFs were
collected over the moving cylinder which was turned with a speed of around
1000 rpm so that the NFs with UT - diameters could be synthesized across by
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Figure 4.
The (a) ESPNG set up was used to synthesize (b), and (c) the UT - and BF - Cc/G NFs (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [70]. Copyright 2020 IOP Publishing).
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extending them and adjusting them directly as well as improving their mechanical
properties. The four PMs were the spinning gap between the collector and needle’s
tip, rate of feed, solution’s resistance to the flow, and the high potential power
supply were considered [1, 69, 70].

For synthesizing the BF - NFs parameters were considered. The polymeric
solution was prepared after blending 1 percent curcumin (Cc) (0.1 g) with 1.5
percent G (0.15 g) in 10 ml of methanoic acid (98 percent concentrated). Other
than that, each other polymeric solution was prepared by mixing 1.2 percent Cc
(0.12 g) with 2 percent G (0.2 g) in 10 ml of methanoic acid (98 percent concen-
trated), both at room temperature. The examinations were done at room tempera-
ture, in encompassing air which had moisture around 80 percent.

The synthesis of NFs was done by varying the spinning gap between the tip of
the needle (10 cm and 15 cm), the rate of feed (0.1 ml h�1 and 0.15 ml h � 1), the
possible high potential power supply (15 KV and 20 KV), and the solution’s resis-
tance to the flow (65 cP and 70 cP, on account of the additional substances obses-
sions). For 48 hours, the mats were dried at room temperature to completely
remove the methanoic acid. The diameters of the NFs were then examined using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 4(b), and (c)).

3. The electrospun (ES) cc/G nanofibers (NFs): a state-of-the-art review

The diameter (nm) of the NFs was synthesized during the process of electro
spinning measures (Table 2). The differences in the outcomes (as far as the

Runs Spinning

gap (cm)

A

Feed Rate

(ml/h)

B

High potential

power supply (KV)

C

Solution’s resistance

to the flow (cP)

D

Mean Diameter

(nm)

1 Low - 10 Low - 0.1 Low - 10 Low - 65 205 � 22.5

2 High - 15 Low - 0.1 Low - 10 Low - 65 181 � 66

3 Low - 10 High - 0.15 Low - 10 Low - 65 270 � 16

4 High - 15 High - 0.15 Low - 10 Low - 65 280 � 20

5 Low - 10 Low - 0.1 High - 15 Low - 65 260 � 26.5

6 High - 15 Low - 0.1 High - 15 Low - 65 254 � 28

7 Low - 10 High - 0.15 High - 15 Low - 65 147 � 34

8 High - 15 High - 0.15 High - 15 Low - 65 286 � 31

9 Low - 10 Low - 0.1 Low - 10 High - 70 287 � 77

10 High - 15 Low - 0.1 Low - 10 High - 70 288 � 57

11 Low - 10 High - 0.15 Low - 10 High - 70 375 � 96

12 High - 15 High - 0.15 Low - 10 High - 70 206 � 56

13 Low - 10 Low - 0.1 High - 15 High - 70 308 � 74

14 High - 15 Low - 0.1 High - 15 High - 70 229.5 � 60

15 Low - 10 High - 0.15 High - 15 High - 15 235 � 47

16 High - 15 High - 0.15 High - 15 High - 70 274 � 53

Total
P

X ¼ 4085:5

Table 2.
The effect of PMs on diameters of cc/G NFs (reprinted with permission from ref. 1. Copyright 2020 IOP
publishing).
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diameters of the NFs) synthesized were as per the following: at a high potential
power supply such as 15 KV (at 15 cm distance, 0.1 ml h�1 rate of feed and 65 cP
solution’s resistance to the flow) utilizing a solution having 1.5 percent G, 1 percent
Cc in 10 ml of 98 percent concentrated methanoic acid, NFs with diameters around
254 nm (254 � 28 nm) which was quite larger than the 181 nm (181 � 66 nm)
(Figure 4(b)) spinning gap across got at 10 KV using similar polymeric solution
and keeping PMs at same levels. At a higher rate of feed such as 0.15 ml h�1 (at
10 cm distance, 15 KV high potential power supply, and 65 cP solution’s resistance
to the flow) utilizing a solution having 1.5 percent G, 1 percent cc in 10 ml of 98
percent concentrated methanoic acid, the diameter across of NFs were prepared
around 147 nm (147 � 34 nm) (Figure 4(c)) which was quite smaller than 260 nm
(260 � 26.5 nm) as the diameter synthesized at 0.1 ml h�1 rate of feed utilizing
similar polymeric solution and keeping PMs at same levels. At a higher rate of feed
such as 0.15 ml h�1 (at 15 cm distance, 10 KV power supply, and 70 cP solution’s
resistance to the flow) utilizing an solution having 2 percent G, 1.2 percent Cc in
10 ml of 98 percent concentrated methanoic acid, the diameter of NFs were pre-
pared around 206 nm (206 � 56 nm) which was smaller than 229.5 nm
(229.5 � 60 nm) as the diameter synthesized at 0.1 ml h�1 (at 15 cm distance, 15 KV
high potential power supply and 70 cP solution’s resistance to the flow) utilizing a
similar polymeric solution. For a higher concentration (2 percent G, 1.2 percent Cc
in 10 ml of 98 percent concentrated methanoic acid), the solution’s resistance to the
flow was prepared (utilizing a solution’s resistance to the flow - measurement set
up) to be 70 cP and afterward the diameter of the NFs increased to 235 nm
(235 � 47 nm) at 10 cm distance, 0.15 ml h�1 rate of feed and 15 KV high potential
power supply, from 147 nm (147 � 34 nm) (Figure 4(c)) (prepared at 1.5 percent
G, 1 percent Cc in 10 ml of 98 percent concentrated methanoic acid) at 10 cm
distance, 0.15 ml h�1 rate of feed, 15 KV high potential power supply and 65 cP
solution’s resistance to the flow. At a spinning gap between the collector and
needle’s tip such as 15 cm (0.15 ml h�1 rate of feed, 15 KV high potential power
supply, and 70 cP solution’s resistance to the flow) utilizing an solution having 2
percent G, 1.2 percent Cc in 10 ml of 98 percent concentrated methanoic acid, the
diameters of NFs were prepared around 274 nm (274 � 53 nm) which was larger
than the 235 nm (235 � 47 nm) diameter obtained for 10 cm spinning gap utilizing
similar polymeric solution and keeping PMs at same levels [1, 69, 70].

3.1 Design of experiments

The 2k factorial design algorithm was run to test the basic variables or PMs such
as the gap between collector and needle’s tip, rate of feed, high potential power
supply, and solution’s resistance to the flow (each changed at two unique levels such
as low (�) and high (+)) [71–73]. Accordingly, the total number of runs or trials
were 24 i.e., 16. Each of the 16 examples was inspected under scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) for characterization of diameters in nm (as listed in Table 2).
A few samples of the Cc/G NFs analyzed under SEM were shown in Figure 4(b),
and (c)). The UT – spongy NMs were synthesized under all process conditions
[1, 69, 70].

3.2 Analysis of variance

Analysis was performed to find the effects of PMs on the diameter of BF
nanofibers. Correction factor, CF (to calculate the sum of squares of PMs) was
evaluated using relationship (7).
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3.2.1 Correction factor (CF)

For diameter (nm), the correction factor (CF) was calculated as

CF ¼
ΣXð Þ2

n
¼

4085:5ð Þ2

16
ffi 1043207 (7)

Where the gross total of observed diameters ΣX and the number of iterations n,
was 16.

The effect of the factors can be assessed using Eq. (8).

ΣY low½ �

n

2

þ
ΣYhigh

� �

n

2

� CF (8)

Where Y is an input variable such as the spinning gap (A), Yhigh and Y low

represents the aggregate of all mean diameters synthesized at low (�)and high (+)
levels, individually, for the specific info variable with each whole assumed control
over the high and low estimations of different factors. The mean diameters for the
low (�) and high (+) levels of PMs were taken from Table 2 [1, 69, 70].

1. Sum of squares, spinning gap variable (cm),SSA

ΣAlow½ �

n

2

þ
ΣAhigh

� �

n
� CF

¼
205þ 270þ 260þ 147 þ 287 þ 375þ 308þ 235½ �

8

2

þ
181þ 280þ 254þ 286þ 288þ 206þ 229:5þ 274½ �2

8
� 1043207

¼ 489:5

The sum of the square of any interaction was assessed using Eq. (9).

ΣABlow½ �

n

2

þ
ΣABhigh

� �

n

2

� CF (9)

For any interaction such as AB, the SSAB was evaluated as follows:

2. Sum of squares for interaction AB, SSAB

ΣABlow½ �

n

2

þ
Σ ¼ ABhigh

� �

n

2

� CF

¼
181þ 270þ 254þ 147 þ 288þ 375þ 229:5þ 235½ �

8

2

þ

205þ 280þ 260þ 286þ 2870206þ 308þ 274½ �2

8
� 1043207

¼ 1000

Out of all interactions, the SSABC was recorded for its highest result around 9925.
The errors were added together and the ratio,MSerror was calculated using Eq. (10).
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MSerror ¼ SSerror=Verror ¼ 21 (10)

Where, representation of the number of errors was done by Verror, and in our case
it was one. Now, ratio which was calculated, using the F-distribution Table, which
was F esteemed for 95 percent degree of certainty as 7.71 and further inferred that the
diameter relies on factors: (a) - Interaction between spinning gap (cm), (ml h�1) rate
of feed and (KV) high potential power supply, (b) - Interaction between spinning gap
(cm) and solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), (c) D-Solution’s resistance to the flow
(cP), (d) - Interaction between rate of feed (ml h�1) and high potential power supply
(KV), (e) - Connection between spinning gap (cm) and high potential power
supply (KV), (f) - Interaction between rate of feed (ml h�1), high potential power
supply (KV) and solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), (g) - Interaction between
spinning gap (cm), (ml h�1) rate of feed, (KV) high potential power supply and
solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), (h) - Interaction between spinning gap (cm)
and rate of feed (ml h�1), (I) - Interaction between high potential power supply (KV)
and solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), (j) - Interaction between rate of feed
(ml h�1) and solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), (k) - High potential power supply
(KV), (l) A - spinning gap (cm), and (m) - Rate of feed (ml h�1).

3.3 Regression analysis

Every process parameter here has two levels such as low (�) and high (+) levels
and a degree of freedom (DOF), in this way we utilized a common regression model
to compute the minimum diameter of NFs based on the effects of interactions such
as β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β7, β8, β9 and β10 (in terms of contributions of interactions
between ABC-Interaction between spinning gap (cm), rate of discharge of poly-
meric solution (ml h�1) and high potential power supply (KV), AD -Interaction
between spinning gap (cm) and solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), BC - Interac-
tion between rate of discharge of polymeric solution (ml h�1) and high potential
power supply (KV), AC -Interaction between spinning gap (cm) and high potential
power supply (KV), BCD - Interaction between rate of discharge of polymeric
solution (ml h�1), high potential power supply (KV) and solution’s resistance to the
flow (cP), ABCD - Interaction between spinning gap (cm), rate of discharge of
polymeric solution (ml h�1), high potential power supply (KV) and solution’s resis-
tance to the flow (cP), AB -Interaction between spinning gap (cm) and rate of
discharge of polymeric solution (ml h�1), CD - Interaction between high potential
power supply (KV) and solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), BD-Interaction
between rate of discharge of polymeric solution (ml h�1) and solution’s resistance to
the flow (cP), respectively) as well as the main effects such as β3, β11, β12, and β13 (in
terms of contributions of D - Solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), C - High
potential power supply (KV), A -Spinning gap (cm), and B - rate of discharge of
polymeric solution (ml h�1), respectively), in Eq. (11).

Y Tnð Þ ¼ β0 þ β1T1 þ β2T2 þ β3T3 þ … þ βnTn þ η (11)

Where,

β0 ¼
XN

i¼1

Y i

N
¼

4085:5

16
¼ 255:344

Furthermore, the influence of each process parameter, P, was computed using
the relationship, YP ¼ �YPþ � �Yp�, where �YPþ and �Yp� stand for the sum of all mean
diameters prepared at low (�) and high (+) levels, respectively, for the particular
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input variable. The results of the corresponding mean diameters for the low (�) and
high (+) levels of the particular process parameter were taken from Table 2.

Therefore, the percentage contribution for ABC = 9925=41257:5ð Þ � 100 ¼ 24.
β1 ¼

1
2� The influence of the interaction, ABC¼ 25.

The general form of the regression equation was formulated and shown in
Eq. (12). Using Eq. (12), the minimum diameter of curcumin/gelatin (Cc/G) NFs
(nm) for sustained release of Cc could be evaluated after determination of the
coefficients (such as β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β7, β8, β9 and β10) of the interaction effect
(such as XABC,XAD,XBC,XAC,XBCD,XABCD,XAB,XCD and XBD) as well as the coef-
ficients (such as β3, β11, β12, and β13) of the basic PMs (such as XD,XC,XA, and XB).

Diameter ðnmÞ ¼  255:344þ 25XABC � 20:5XAD þ 20XD � 17:75XBC þ 17:25XAC þ 13XBCD

þ11XABCD þ 8XAB � 7:5VCD � 6:5XBD � 6XC � 5:5XA þ 3:75XB

(12)

The above model Eq. (12) was valid for the boundary conditions such as (a)
10≤XA ≤ 15 (cm), (b) 0:10≤XB ≤0:15 (ml h�1), (c) 10≤Xc ≤ 15 (KV),
(d)65≤XD ≤ 70 (cP).

The mean diameters (nm) of Cc/G NFs were varied with respect to PMs as
shown in Figure 5(a). It was observed that (a) with an increase in spinning gap
(cm), and high potential power supply (KV), the mean diameters (nm) of BF - NFs
were reduced; and (b) with the increase in the rate of feed (ml h�1), and the
solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), the mean diameters (nm) of the NFs were
increased. The influence of ABC - Interaction between spinning gap (cm), rate of
feed (ml h�1) and high potential power supply (KV), AD - Interaction between
spinning gap (cm) and solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), D-Solution’s resistance
to the flow (cP), BC - Interaction between rate of feed (ml h�1) and high potential
power supply (KV), and AC - Interaction between spinning gap (cm) and high
potential power supply (KV) were quite significant.

The contour plots (2D plots) of the mean diameters of NFs with respect to basic
PMs were shown in Figure 5(b) and (d) [1]. Figure 5(c) and (e) [1] show the fitted
model’s predicted 3D response surface plots of the mean diameters (nm) of Cc/G
NFs formed. The contributions of ABC-Interaction between spinning gap (cm),
feed rate (mL/h), and power supply (KV), AD-Interaction between spinning gap
(cm) and solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), D-Solution’s resistance to the flow
(cP), BC-Interaction between feed rate (mL/h) and power supply (KV), and AC-
Interaction between spinning gap (cm) and power supply (KV) had significant
effects of 24 percent, 15.5 percent, 12 percent, and 11.5 percent, respectively, over
the preparation of Cc/G NFs with minimum diameters. Figure 5(f) shows the
optimized parameter settings. Shifting the red lines to find the optimum results of
PMs within the range may be used to estimate the effects of important PMs on the
mean diameter (nm) of Cc/G NFs. The composite desirability, D, in our case is
0.8129, which is similar to 1. The current response results are represented by the
horizontal blue line (Figure 5(f)).

The mean diameter of UT - Cc/G NFs was predicted to be 189.6563 nm using a
configured setting of 1.5 percent G and 1 percent Cc in 10 mL of 98 percent
concentrated methanoic acid, with an electrospining unit with a power supply of 10
KV, a spinning gap from the emitter to collector drum of 15 cm, a feed rate of
0.1 mL/h, a solution’s resistance to the flow of 65 cP, and a drum collector speed of
1000 rpm. The SEM image of Cc/G NFs with an mean diameter of 181 nm
(181 � 66 nm) synthesized under similar conditions using the same solution was
shown in Figure 4(b). As a result, the approximate diameter (nm) of Cc/G NFs in
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Figure 5.
Electrospining PMs optimization (reprinted with permission from ref. 1. Copyright 2020 IOP publishing).
(a) Mean diameters of NFs versus PMs. (b), (d) two dimensional contour plots for mean diameter of NFs with
respect to PMs. (c), (e) three dimensional plots for mean diameter of NFs with respect to PMs. (f) the study of
optimized setting of PMs for synthesis of UT - NFs.
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the optimization phase only differs by 8 percent from the prepared diameter,
demonstrating the efficacy of the current study. Due to their high surface area to
volume ratio in relation to length and diameter, we believe these LWs and UT - NFs
with sufficient film porosity could be used in the healing process.

The optimum conditions for synthesizing the minimum mean diameter
(181 � 66 nm) of UT - Cc/G NFs were achieved (Figure 4(b)) in the study, which
could be ideal for dressing diabetic chronic ulcers due to its specific properties such
as LW, not harmful to living tissues, water absorbent, and fluid affinity.

Using the optimized environment of a polymeric solution, Sharjeel et al. [72]
were effective in ESPNG, novel and hybrid polymeric nanofibrous mesh for dress-
ing burn wounds after integrating gabapentin (a neuropathic pain killer) into poly-
ethylene NFs and acetaminophen (a class of analgesics) into sodium alginate NFs
(mixed in 80:20 blend proportion). In the healing process, the hybrid mechanism
may be a safe option. Sharjeel et al. [73] synthesized ES - polyethylene oxide and
chitosan NFs of 116 nm diameter (with a standard deviation of only 21 nm) using
the response surface methodology with acetic acid and water (50:50, v/v) as the
solvent (each dissolved separately in acetic acid and water solution in a 5 percent
weight-to-volume ratio) (the ratio of polyethylene oxide and chitosan in the poly-
meric solution was 80:20).

4. Future researches

It is still a challenge to investigate the use of curcumin (Cc) loaded nanofibers
(NFs) for efficient drug release during different stages of the healing process.
Specific polymers for ES Cc NFs must be chosen based on the types of pharmaceu-
tical to be released and the different stages of the healing process. That being said,
the application of cytotoxic chemicals in drug delivery, especially during skin treat-
ment, can negatively impact recent research findings. Current reviews of Cc in NFs
have revealed a new area of research for the development of possible biomaterials
for use in bone tissue science and medicine, diabetic chronic ulcer treatment, cancer
treatment, and other applications [74–77].

5. Conclusion

Our analysis of Cc-based electrospun (ES) NFs underlines the importance, such
as the relevance and need for BF - NFs and nanofibrous mats (NMs) in healing
process, cancer care, tissue science and medicine, and other BAs, to inspire
researchers interested in working in this cutting-edge area to solve various BAs with
BF - NFs. To ease in the synthesis of UT - Cc/G NFs, the ESPNG mechanism
(mathematical investigation of the process) was analyzed in detail in the first paper
of the article.

The mechanism behind ESPNG was explored in this study as it was used to
prepare curcumin/gelatin (Cc/G) NFs that could be used in the healing process.
Gelatin (G) was chosen for the fiber system because it is not harmful to living
tissues, as well as being water absorbent (fluid affinity), allowing for a moist
healing process in the future. Since gelatin is commercially available at a low cost, it
was an obvious option for the current study. The LW-UT and spongy NFs with
mean diameter of 147 nm (147 � 34 nm) were successfully synthesized using
ESPNG at a higher power supply, such as 15 KV (at 10 cm distance, 0.15 mL/h feed
rate, 65 cP solution’s resistance to the flow, and drum collector speed of 1000 rpm)
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with a solution containing 1.5 percent G and 1 percent Cc in 10 mL of 98 percent
concentrated methanoic acid (Figure 4(c) and Table 2).

We came to the following conclusions after deciding the relative effects of the
different ESPNG influences: (a) the effects of ABC-Spinning gap (cm), feed rate
(mL/h), and higher potential power supply interaction (KV), AD-Interaction
between spinning gap (cm) and solution’s resistance to the flow (cP), D-Solution’s
resistance to the flow (cP), BC-Interaction between feed rate (mL/h) and high
potential power supply (KV), and AC-Interaction between spinning gap (cm) and
high potential power supply (KV) are 24 percent, 16 percent, 15.5 percent, 12
percent, and 11.5 percent, respectively, over the preparation of the Cc/G NFs’
minimum diameters; (b) BCD-Feed rate (mL/h), high potential power supply
(KV), and solution’s resistance to the flow interaction (cP), ABCD-Spinning gap
(cm), feed rate (mL/h), high potential power supply (KV), and solution’s resistance
to the flow interaction (cP), AB-Interaction between feed rate (mL/h) and spinning
gap (cm), CD-High potential power supply (KV) and solution’s resistance to the
flow interaction (cP), C-High potential power supply (KV), A-Spinning gap (cm),
and B-Feed rate (mL/h), BD-Interaction between feed rate (mL/h) and solution’s
resistance to the flow (cP) have a major influence on the preparation of Cc/G NFs
with a minimum diameter; and (c) the diameter (nm) is affected by the ACD-
Interaction between spinning gap (cm), high potential power supply (KV), and
solution’s resistance to the flow (cP) by just 0.05 percent, which is not important.

The 2k factorial design of the experiment was used to investigate the effects of all
four important PMs on the diameter of the NFs empirically. The MINITAB 17
programme was used to generate the results to investigate the difference in NFs’
diameters as a function of input parameters. The differences in NFs diameters with
respect to the critical PMs that were observed included (a) a higher spinning gap
yielded lower diameters, (b) a higher potential power supply yielded lower diame-
ters, (c) the diameter of the NFs increased with an increase in feed rate, and (d) the
diameters of the NFs increased with an increase in solution’s resistance to the flow.

Using the optimized setting of a solution containing 1.5 percent G and 1 percent
Cc in 10 mL of 98 percent concentrated methanoic acid, and the electrospining
machine with a high potential power supply of 15 KV, a spinning gap from the
emitter to collector drum of 15 cm, a feed rate of 0.1 mL/h, solution’s resistance to
the flow of 65 cP, and a drum collector speed of 1000 rpm, the optimum condition
for the production of UT - Cc/G NFs with an 189.6563 nm mean diameter was
calculated. The approximate mean diameter (nm) of Cc/G NFs in the optimization
phase differs by just 8 percent from the prepared mean diameter, i.e., 181 nm
(181 � 66 nm), demonstrating the efficacy of the current study.

Such UT - NFs with sufficient film porosity are not harmful to living tissues in
nature, and it was suggested that they could be used in dressing problematic
wounds, such as diabetic chronic ulcers, because they have unique properties, such
as a high surface area to volume ratio and light weight, that allow for sustained Cc
release during healing. The research paper that has been presented thus far is
unique in that it covers (a) the entire ESPNG process (numerical investigations of
the mechanism) to improve control over the preparation of UT - NFs, and (b) the
applications of NMs (incorporating BF - NFs) that are currently in use. Eventually,
the ESPNG PMs were optimized (to obtain UT - NFs) to prepare NMs for BAs such
as the healing process (through sustained release of Cc during crucial hours of
healing).
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